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HMI Design Guide

Human-
called man-machine interfaces or MMIs) are access 

personnel and other end users a way to visually 

-machine 

between supervisory and machine-

control electronics and a ruggedized display screen 

LCD display with tempered glass and cast-aluminum 
frame … or even an LED-backlit high-
display. In some instances, HMIs for outdoor 

oil, dirt, and machining byproducts are built with 
fully sealed enclosures. 

In this HMI Design Guide, Maple Systems will review 
these and other types of HMIs —a s well as their 

will also be covered.
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Today’

tasks associated with distributed control systems or DCSs 

—c onsidered in some industries to be a legacy control 

arrangement … 

-p rocesses.

Most leading-edge HMIs today also assume all processing 

of data to allow that data’ -

readable graphical formats. In fact, the task of processing 

is something the industry now mostly takes for granted.

Even in so-called lower-

machine-

-level HMIs are making inroads. They 

-touchscreen industrial 

medical- Industrial PCs 

’

-

device HMIs, gateway HMIs, HMI with built-in IO, and 

powerful Industrial Panel PCs.

Gone are the days of machine-operator terminals 

operator warning lights. Today’s HMIs control 

signals carrying feedback on speeds, temperatures, 

Such interfaces can help consolidate data and provide 

global insights based on a myriad of edge devices —

those transducers, sensors, motor-mounted encoders, 

and other smart components (such as smart motors or 

communicate current states.

The Origins of today’s HMIs

HMIs can give operators detailed information on a machine’s 
currently running cycle; send plant supervisors various statistical 
analyses of throughput; abolish the need for printed paper charts on 
facility bulletin boards; and allow managers remote access to global 

data upfront for its ultimate destination and authorized audience.
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personnel tasked with tending a machine —

especially if the HMI throws an excessive number of 

warnings or irrelevant signals 

Where plant personnel isn’

piece of machinery all day, HMIs can also help record 

and communicate what would have once been 

observed by sound, feel, or sight.

today’s HMIs assist operators in understanding 

what’s normal for a given machine axis or sensor and 

what’s not. That lets even inexperienced personnel 

-

as needed. Where it’s appropriate that machine 

operators be fully informed and empowered, that can 

We’ —

along with ways in which HMIs have become 

absolutely core components to the advancement of 

role in IIoT stems largely from the fact that HMIs are 

enterprise-level management.

- ’s most 

— and assume various physical 

-

Top parameters are:

Temperature, humidity, and exposure to dust

if personnel will have some knowledge about the interface

Human machine interface (HMI) hardware 

Maple Systems HMIs can connect to 
arrays of DIN-rail-mounted PLCs and I/O 
expansion modules to serve as integral 
parts of the machine controls. 

standard fare today … and many peripheral types of 

-related tasks. Low-cost and free drivers 

must make is between pre-integrated HMI panel op-

-more-

— or the enduringly 

simple and cost-

Open-

… 

and comprehensively customized HMIs are the most 

useful.  Like with other HMI manufacturers, our HMI-

EBPro,  and our HMI with local 

MAPware-7000, includes 

-

machine data —

those data streams in a logical way.

A typical machine operator today handles an ever-

increasing amount of data — and more than one per-

son can process alone. Here, well-

… and protect the operators 

and machinery from harm.  In contrast, poorly designed 
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looking to upgrade 

machines is to pre-

integrate a mid-range 

HMI. The caveat here is 

that most HMIs directly 

mounted to machine 

frames must be 

ruggedized — with a 

aluminum enclosure to 

withstand exposure to 

dust.  Learn more about 

our HMIs, including our 

Class 1, Div 2 HMIs with 

local IO.

Human machine interface (HMI) hardware

The Conformitè Europëenne 
(CE) Mark for industrial HMIs indicates 
that the component poses no 
electromagnetic interference (EMI) issues.

“ergonomic de-

sign of control centres” on automated equipment.

The European Commission’

’s ATmospheres EXplosible (ATEX) standards provide rules for ensuring 

medical markets.

guide’

Operator terminals (as this one
from a test facility in 1942) once
consisted of analog
control and feedback devices. 

PROTECTION AGAINST ALL INGRESSEVEN 
UNDER HOT HIGH-PRESSURE WASH-
DOWN (AS EXPERIENCED BY VEHICLES 9K

PROTECTION AGAINST HOT HIGH-
PRESSURE WASHDOWN (AS
EXPERIENCED BY CONTROL PANELSOR
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN PHARMA-

PROTECTION AGAINST THE EFFECTSOF 
PRESSURIZED WATER SUBMERSION FOR

PROTECTION AGAINST THE EFFECTS OF 
IMMERSION IN WATER BETWEEN 1 CM

WATER FROM HEAVY SEAS OR PROJECT-
ED BY POWERFUL JETS SHALL NOT

PROTECTION AGAINST WATER JETS •

SPLASHED FROM ALL DIRECTIONS •

PROTECTION AGAINST SPRAYS UPTO
60° FROM VERTICAL • LIMITED

PROTECTION AGAINST VERTICALLY
FALLING WATER DROPLETSWITH
ENCLOSURE TULTED UP TO 15° FROM 

PROTECTION AGAINST VERTICALLY
FALLING WATER DROPLETS • LIMITED

NO PROTECTION

DUST TIGHT

PROTECTION AGAINST

PROTECTION AGAINST

PROTECTION AGAINST

PROTECTION AGAINST

PROTECTION AGAINST

NO PROTECTION

IEC 60529 INGRESS (or more 
properly) 

INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION 
(IP) RATINGS

FIRST NUMERAL INDICATES 
PROTECTION AGAINST SOLID 

FOREIGN OBJECTS

SECOND NUMERAL INDICATES 
PROTECTION AGAINST 

MOISTURE
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HMI hardware 
often 
integrates 
compact 
control 
electronics and 
usually a 
ruggedized 
display screen 
or touchscreen. 
The latter 
might take the 
form of a liquid
-crystal display 
(LCD) with 
tempered glass 
and cast-
aluminum 
frame or a 
backlit light-
emitting diode 
(LED) high-

display.
In some instances, HMIs for outdoor applications or indoor plant applications with a lot of oil, dirt, and 
machining byproducts are built with fully sealed enclosures as well.

- -transistor (TFT) liquid-

pressure (say, from an operator’ … and that in turn 

’s detected by the screen’

’t need to remove their gloves to interact with the 

-touchscreen HMI … and can use a stylus to interact with the HMI screen if that’s preferred.

ware variations

HMI HARDWARE OPTION ONE OF FIVE: RESISTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

HMI51000B

HMI hardware 
often 
integrates 
compact 
control 
electronics and 
usually a 
ruggedized 
display screen 
or touchscreen. 
The latter 
might take the 
form of a liquid
-crystal display 
(LCD) with 
tempered glass 
and cast-
aluminum 
frame or a 
backlit light-
emitting diode 
(LED) high-

display.
In some instances, HMIs for outdoor applications or indoor plant applications with a lot of oil, dirt, and 
machining byproducts are built with fully sealed enclosures as well.

- -transistor (TFT) liquid-

pressure (say, from an operator’ … and that in turn 

’s detected by the screen’

’t need to remove their gloves to interact with the 

-touchscreen HMI … and can use a stylus to interact with the HMI screen if that’s preferred.

ware variations

HMI HARDWARE OPTION ONE OF FIVE: RESISTIVE TECHNOLOGIES
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touchscreens are quite 

common in industrial 

reasons: They’re very 

resistant to dust, 

moisture, and an array of 

common chemicals. The 

only caveat here is that 

to scratching if end users 

use sharp objects to 

interact with the screen.

TRANSPARENT

FLEXIBLE

touchscreens can be vulnerable to
scratching buta llow gloved opera-
tors           to control machines anda c-
cess GUIm enus.

HMIs, HMIs with local IO, and Industrial Panel PCs
technology. Ranging from 4.3” to 21.5”

www.maplesystems.com

Page 4

HMI51000B: 10.1"  HMI, Touchscreen, 1 Ethernet Port, 1 USB Port, OMI6808B:  N4200 1.1GHz CPU, Windows® 10 

-Fi
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- -transistor (TFT) liquid-

This is the technology inside iPhones and most of today’

… so that in 

HMI HARDWARE OPTION TWO OF FIVE: 
CAPACITIVE TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAYS

GLASS
TRANSPARENT

ELECTRODEL AYER X

TRANSPARENT

ELECTRIC FIELD

crystal (LCD) 
Their has

expanded HMIu se in industriesn eeding bezel- free designs, mostly be-
cause they help machinery meet cleanlinessand sterility requirements. In 

because they don’t 
use on-display pressurep ointst of orm thec ircuit,s ot hey’ren ot vulnera-
blet o the wear andd ecreased some displays exhibit

’s outer surface 

(whether a machine operator’

contact.
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— -

—

layer’

the HMI’s onboard electronics recognize as swiping, zooming, and pinching.

PC1317PBH: 17.0” High Brightness Panel PC, Intel® 7th Gen Core i5 2.6 GHz, or 

www.maplesystems.com

Page 5

HMIs, Industrial Panel PCs, and Industrial Monitors

technology.  Ranging from 15.6 to 21.5”.

cMT3152X:  

IP66, Remote Access.

— -

—
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That in turn allows full use of all graphical elements on the HMI’s screen. For example, a full- -

always return the user to the HMI homescreen. Three- —

’

might pull up a global-

- —t hose rumbling, pulsing, 

-

recognized the touch commands.

-a nd- -free designs, as 

they’re maximally sleek to let personnel more easily clean and even sterilize machinery (including the HMI). The glass sur-

-science advances making these more robust than in the past) further en-

hance cleanability and chemical resistance … 

Solid-

the screens don’ —s o don’t tend to wear out 

-based 

screens … and not prone to scratching and damage from scratchy cleansers, surface contaminants, or liquids.  

-touchscreen HMIs is almost universal user 

familiarity with the technology’ … -

partly because they’ve become so familiar due to their abundant use in consumer electronics.

CAPACITIVE TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAYS 
(continued) 

Check out the YouTube video detailing how Maple Systems 
now -based 
gesture controls. For example, cMT3162X full-
stunning clarity and feedback in thef ormo fv ibra-

when onscreen
other feed-

back such as beepsm ay go unheard.
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’s only been on the market for a decade or so is that having no built-in screen at 

formats) DIN-

-level enterprise systems in a 

few ways.

Our headless HMIs and Industrial Box PCs can connect to the internet via Wi-

-appropriate GUIs 

to present real-

HMI HARDWARE OPTION THREE OF FIVE:  NO SCREEN AT ALL BUILT INTO-
THE HMI

Our Headless  HMIs, with or without 
monitor/display   

www.maplesystems.com

Page 6
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In other cases, headless HMIs connect to large commercially available industrial monitors through a 

to mount a large screen to a plant’

personnel about a line’s throughput — ’s status or warnings.

-based controls that communicate 

technicians, supervisors, operators, and company owners) concurrently access a given machine’s data 

—

… and not just a mirror of what a machine operator might be seeing on a locally connect-

ed display or monitor.

—a nd carry a mobile de-

vice to monitor and command machines as needed.

Headless HMIs (continued)

Example of a headless HMI 

CMT-SVR-100: Smart Server, 
Headless HMI, Serial to Ethernet 
Server.  2 Ethernet Ports, 1 USB 
Port, 1 Serial Port, Remote 
Access .

Connect various serial and 
Ethernet devices, and provide 
remote access via phone/
tablet/PC.

See all our headless HMIs and 
Industrial Monitors.
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troubleshoot very large machines that may be having issues with misbehaving sensors, switches, motors 

With today’s technologies, we can help you  connect your many plant devices to create your own large 

display.

Another example of a headless HMI 
from Maple Systems, the  
CMT-FHDX-220 with HDMI video-
out to a monitor or display can 
create an Andon board to monitor 

lines, and more.

Maple Systems’ headless HMI support fully distributed system access – to let person-
nel monitor and control automated systems through their tablet or smartphones.  

access a given machine.

“Thanks to newf orms of HMI end
userst oday canu se portable consumer elec-
tronics( andt heir advanced displays, wireless 

processing power) to
monitora nd controlm achines. “

www.maplesystems.com

Page 7
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HMI HARDWARE OPTION FOUR OF FIVE: 
OPEN SOURCE HMIs (Industrial PCs)

’s astounding how 

-contained Industrial PCs or equivalent fanless elec-

resources. Nevertheless, they’ve become standard components over the last 20 or so years —

-based machine controls on a common microprocessor. The last few years have even 

-core processors (1 and 1.6-

-

- -

—i ncluding digital and analog I/O-

into automated factory and enterprise-level systems.

—i ncluding memory, external communica-

… namely, a streamlined and economical amalgam component with a single 

housing and mount. 

touchscreen with control electronics have become so common 

Industrial Panel 

PCs in sizes ranging from 7.0” to 21.5”.  

Or pair one of our Industrial Box PC with 

one of our Industrial Monitors for 
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Not impressed with how advanced HMI hardware has become in recent years? The use of touchscreens 

What can illustrate modern HMIs’ 

with HMIs … 

operator interface terminal or OIT. In some contexts, these are lumped into the general component category of 

alphanumeric keypad (with 16 or 24 keys, for example) complemented by a small rectangular non-touch display. 

OITs typically integrate modest processing electronics though rely on the controls (such as a PLC) to which they’re 

-

receives programming via this interface along with manual entries via the alphanumeric keypad. In some cases, 

Our OITs feature user-

and PLCs from Mitsubishi, Yaskawa, Emerson, GE, Koyo, Schneider, and other component suppliers for dedicated 

Examples of OIT from 

Maple Systems with LCD 

or VFD displays, and 

programmable keys.

HMI HARDWARE OPTION FIVE OF FIVE: 
LCDs IN OIT-TYPE HUMAN INTERFACES

www.maplesystems.com

Page 8
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—i ncluding superimposed systems such as supervisory control and data acquisi-

as cloud services. In this guide we use the term HMI as industry most commonly uses it today —t o refer to those singu-

lar pieces of hardware that either integrate or connect to some type of visual display screen … with or without more 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Complementing HMI screens:  Modern 
versions of traditional tactile-control 
components

Many HMIsa re installedo nc ontrol
panels andc omplementedb yp ushbut-
tons, switches, keylocks,r uggedized
keyboards, andt oggles. That’s because 
all HMIs( even touchscreenH MIs) have 
limitations. For example,a traditional
mushroom-head emergency-stopb ut-
tont hatc an be slappedb ya no perator
during a true emergencyi sf ar superior
to an e-stop hidingo na n HMI’s
homescreen.
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front panels) into which some visual-display HMIs integrate. Such panels can include the HMI as well as 

and toggles — -control components —f or various modes of human-machine 

-control components (as well as analog indicators, LED signal towers, and sound 

alarms —

designs, so register modest currents and voltages but are quite reliable.

-control components call these components actuators, 

but we avoid that term to prevent confusion with linear and rotary electric-motor-

systems of automated machinery.

Machine builders selling into high- -device manufacturing have 

replaced as many control-panel components as possible over the years with advanced HMIs capable of serving the 

’s especially true where OEMs have recognized advanced HMI features may (despite their cost) 

-

-head 

emergency-

’s homescreen to prompt the same machine shutdown —a nd in fact, the presence of 

such mechanical e-stops on moving machinery is usually required by law.

-t ouchscreen HMIs. That’

— and annoyingly respond to the approach of an unexpectedly ungloved hand with some inappropriate 

-t ouchscreen 

’s especially true where a panel device has only one clearly 

www.maplesystems.com

Page 9

Upgrade 

your Legacy System for the IIoT with 

and 

Edge Devices. 
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- -based 

touchscreens as well. These false triggers can arise from the presence of water droplets, EMI from adjacent power 

-control compo-

nents is that most don’t glow as brightly as HMIs —s o can be safely located on control panels in automated mobile 

equipment that’s shouldn’t distract or compromise a driver’s low-light vision.

-control components on a control panel involves copious wiring. That’s 

why suppliers of these components have in recent years made them:

Feature at their rears either tapered screw-down wire receptacles or (increasingly common) spring-loaded 

push-in wire receptacles for lightning-

Available in versions with gasketed snap- —t o let panel integrators quickly insert them into 

pre-machined openings (in some cases sans keyways) on the control-panel face during machine assembly

-

-control panel component that perfectly complements HMIs 

—

-control component that’

new control- -state switches are vandal proof and rugged enough for 

’re also found along-

-mm diameters —

Complementing HMI screens
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In short, these switches contain in a one-piece housing (usually of stainless steel) a piezo subcomponent directly 

underneath a depressible surface that’

force. The generated signal’

subcomponent’s charge output into a usable control signal.) No wonder such switches are found alongside HMIs 

-

’ 

and commercial dishwashers than HMIs. 

-panel switch components thanks in part to dead-simple 

—e ven to IP69K for the hot high-pressure washdowns of food processing, 

contactors that close a circuit … -force 

magnitude.

- -travel 

—u sually 

-control device is gasketed or 

membraned) makes the control panel easier to disinfect — which is paramount in meat processing plants and 

The human-detectable physical displacement and the audible click (and force) at the end of stroke also serve as 

- -

… 

-millimeter stroke. That’ … to give machine 

Other short-

keypads with dome-

www.maplesystems.com
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We’ -head emergency- … 

and triggered by mechanical (not solid- -

controls. Another safety-related component that complements HMIs is the keylock switch. These can prevent unau-

—

-control components are those for directly commanding (with manual hand con-

trol) one or more motor-

-

Complementing HMI screens
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-level 

to the graphicalu ser interface( GUI) of anH MI is

www.maplesystems.com

Page 11
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display screens of a machine’

’s tailored to the machine operator. Final HMI programming is usually through Windows-based 

-

.

Poor HMI designs degrade machine operators’ psychosocial state and increase the risk of accidents. Overly compli-

regularly allow higher-

—a nd leverage the full power of the control system’s architecture to deliver top performance requirements even 

while staying within HMI procurement-

A recipei nt he context of HMIs is a of allp arameters associated with thep roduc-
of ag iven endp roduct.V ia HMIs, these recipes canb ep ulledu pa nd loaded on de-

mand.  Visit our Video Center to watch helpful videos on the features and how to get started 
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CUSTOMIZING AND INTEGRATING AN HMI WITH SOFTWARE

Well-

’s end product, if the HMI 

is purchased via an integrator or value- -user comfort 

with the interface.

In fact, the U.S. Dept. of Labor’

Health at Work outline how HMIs (and any peripheral keyboards, switches, and levers as covered in this guide’s previous 

lso

GUI design is important work, as HMIs can have huge impact on the safety and health of machine operators who in many cases 

’s vicinity. That’

their work environment or hours —

hot, dangerous, or otherwise stressful —

and automated agriculture.

Maple Systems HMIs canp erform data logging, historian, andt rend-tracking   Click here to see 

www.maplesystems.com
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Brute-force HMI- ’s control diagram as the basis of an 

HMI’ ’s 

… and accommodates how people can concurrently handle just a few pieces of 

data. That means ideally HMI screens only require that operators check a few things before taking appropri-

’ -level 

homescreen provides the “big picture” 

—

ing handling of those alarms.

Here’s another exampleo fh ow good HMI formats data into user-friendlyw idgets.
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One level down from the top-

variable and setpoint changes occur. For example, the machine-

complicated startup procedures. One level deeper — —a re screens that 

-

control tuning, throughput trends, and alarm and event analyses. This might allow skilled users to reprogram advanced control

demandsa approachthat accommodates how human personnel physicallya nd
mentally interact with machine throughput, stressed workers, 
and unplanned duet oa ccidents.

www.maplesystems.com

Page 13
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Here’

—w ith screens and menus that 

machine operators and plant personnel during the design —

also lend insight into the real-world perceptual processes that occur when users interact with HMIs — includ-

ing:

—

—h ow a typical HMI user recognizes HMI elements based on past experiences

- —h ow an HMI user judges the machine status communicated by the HMI —

Recall—i ncluding how easily the HMI’ ’ memories

2. Streamline HMI screens

the machine tasks at hand … even if that means a cleaner look and avoiding hyper-

machine subsystems.
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3. Program the HMI to graphically present data wherever possible

- -designed HMIs for more 

awareness — machine-

automated design.

4. Provide dedicated maintenance screens and menus

’s top-level homescreen. This screen can allow safe-

along with the braking of dangerous axes and non-loaded performance drills. 

HMIs that allow safe modest hrough a
dedicated screen can both 

and safety of 
maintenance work ona utomated systems

www.maplesystems.com

Page 14
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5.  Use consistent HMI symbology

— with the former dic-

… but yellows and reds (when judiciously and 

consistently applied) can complement other onscreen warning and alert elements.

Color-coded eventsa nd alarms canh elpm akeH MI screensmore
to use.  Build safe, easy to read interface screens using the 
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6.  Use HMI alarms sparingly and ensure they’re meaningful

Annoying, ambiguous, tortuously loud, or histrionically persistent HMI alarms can prompt operators to ignore or silence them 

all —

—

—u sually with a color

-

ranking system of all other alarms —

-related alarms to the appropriate 

7.  Recognize how HMIs connect increasingly complex systems — and plan accordingly

As we’ —e specially 

-

leading- -

-s upplier support can help address this challenge.

www.maplesystems.com

Page 15

Quick Start Guide

Our Quick Start Guide brings you up 

to speed quickly. We recommend 

-by-step guide walks you through 

Sample Projects

projects and sample kits that demon-

lers, or demonstrate product capabili-

sample projects, controller informaion 

sheets, cable drawings, CAD drawings, 

tech notes, or watch a tutorial video to 

get you started in our Support Center. 
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Pre- —i n housings that 

integrate their own bearings and seals, cable carriers that integrate their own connectorized cables, motors that integrate 

their own drives, belt pulleys that integrate their own locking devices, conveyors that integrate their own sensors, and 

actuators and stages that integrate … 

—e specially as design engi-

HMIs integrating control
functions —then andn ow

Behold theo ld cathoder ay tube (CRT) displays
in this controlr oom. The 1970s sawm oreu se of digital
technologies andc omputerized operator-control panels—
though most plantc ontrols centralized.
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… 

… 

Fewer parts and less cabling

A compact design that takes up less space on a machine

Centralized control and interface

www.maplesystems.com
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Them odel HMC3070A-M HMI-PLC combina-

with built-in I/Oi ncluding aU SB and
Ethernet port,t wo serialp orts,a nd is expand-
ablet oi nclude up to three I/Om odules. unitsa lso high-speed counters
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-terminal peripheral devices such as 

—s uch as 

machining based on CNC, for example. Basically, CRTs use high-voltage power supplies to generate and steer electron 

beams at phosphor dots on glass tubes’ interiors.

Of course, such CRT technology required bulky and expensive transformers and coils … 

That’s why early- -

approach that was (and in some cases remains) common for relay-

-control user-

lights for a low-cost machine I/O arrangement.

HMIs integrating control functions—then and now 
(continued)

Shownh ere is am od-
ern HMI example
from them achine-
tool industry.

Fast forward to today: Since the advent of 

low-

modern HMIs into control systems has plummeted. 

A concurrent drop in prices for other control-panel 

technologies means that today, even OITs come 

with modest one or two-line displays that are digi-

images, and even videos have made HMIs the most 

lot of machinery. 
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INDUSTRIAL PCs WITH HMI FUNCTIONALITY

’s astounding how 

-contained PCs or equivalent fanless electronics 

sources. Nevertheless, they’ve become standard components over the last 20 or so years —

setups) the Industrial PC based machine controls on a common microprocessor. The last few years have even seen 

-core processors (1 and 1.6-

-

tasks.

- -

—i ncluding digital and analog I/O-

into automated factory and enterprise-level systems.

—i ncluding memory, external communica-

… namely, a streamlined and economical amalgam component with a single 

housing and mount. 

Note there is one important caveat to using  Industrial PC capable of controls: Design engineers accustomed to 

later in the design process. Specifying Industrial PC components or really any format of HMI that assumes control 

’ interoperability.

www.maplesystems.com
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OTHER HMI+CONTROL COMBINATIONS AND WHERE THEY MAKE SENSE 

Some HMIs today take the form of low-maintenance cost- — run on an embedded OS to 

consume minimal memory and processing power. That’

… especially when installed in networked arrays. 

— -control industry standard.  Read more about our 

HMIs that support CODESYS (

of the IEC 61131-  

-

- — over pro-

-  

— as well as PLC tasks including: 

 I/O data processing and handling 

 -  

 -3 Controller Development System 

(CODESYS) 

 -  

 

HMIs integrating control functions—then and now 

(continued) 

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS ON HMI-BASED CONTROLS 

Recent years have brought staggering advancements in — and (as we’ll 

explore in this Design Guide’s next  as well. So while previously only modest 

 rely solely on HMIs with -PLC or PC  for controls, today’s HMI technolo-

gies can   the same requirements for even more demanding  

www.maplesystems.com 
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APPLICATION EXAMPLE:  HMIs ON MEDICAL-DEVICE MANUFACTUR-

ING EQUIPMENT 

… and 

fort subsides — 

arm is shaped to smoothly glide into veins and remain comfortable 

— the manu-

facturer’s SilverCATH 1100 and 2200 series machines — 

 

When Silverstone designed the SilverCATH machines, they needed a 

display to deliver a high- -in recipe 

-friendly program-

ming; and password-

grated Maple Systems HMI5100L human-machine interfaces (HMIs) 

-in. 

-to-read 10-in. color 

touchscreen lets operators quickly set parameters. 

The touchscreens (which display separate screens for operators and 

technicians) simplify controls and prevent unintended entries. Plus preprogrammed recipes freed 

operators from entering lots of data before each changeover. 

In fact, Silverstone also includes Maple Systems HMIs into an array of proprietary machine de-

15 in. 

medical- device manufacturing equipment. 
The machine builder’s SilverCATH 1100 and 
2200 machines accurately form introducer 

Systems HMIs for cost- -
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(UX or 

UE) of HMIs. Now it’

controls and business-level systems.

These take the form of:

-level and supervisory HMI systems … 

Enterprise-

Here it’s helpful to reference the hierarchal system architecture that’ — even if 

HMI networking and
connectivity

Some HMIs can directly connect with remote I/O 

what’

Enterprise level — ERP

Web services

shared across

Cloud

Control devices — PLCs and HMIs

Machines and end designs

factory has a hierarchal system architecture. But cloud and fog
component

Edge-level with high power have accelerated this trend.

Work cells • Process management

www.maplesystems.com
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HOW HMIs RELATE TO MANUFACTURING EXECUTION SYSTEMS (MESs) AND 

SCADA SYSTEMS

Underpinning ERP and other enterprise-

and control in near real-

discrete items. Most MESs are capable of second-by-

plant managers current inventory, product-

The hierarchal structure so ingrained in engineering’

- level structures. These include business-

-

shipments pending and out.

earlier in this guide as well as advanced planning systems (APSs) and manufacturing resource planning (MRP) 

systems.

-level systems (among other things) log and monitor the status of cus-

order- -

HMI network and connectivity (continued)

objects as well as var
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PARTNERF ACILITY

MES

SWITCH

INTRALOGISTICS

LOGISTICSA ND
DISTRIBUTION

OR
BARCODES

SHIPPING

FIELDBUS

INTRALOGISTICS

LOCALF ACILITY

-
—i ncluding semi- workpieces and other physical 

objects as well as various pieces of data —a re part of a larger network. Such comprehensive networking and data 
data andu niversally applicable cloud

www.maplesystems.com
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-maintenance or quality

-

- ’s especially 

true where MESs inform machine changeovers to have machinery produce a new product. 

- -tracking 

real- ’  

 Reduce or remove reliance upon non- 

 

  

  

’ — especially 

local or remote- HMI machine control, HMI-based upper-level monitoring, and real-

 

HMI network and connectivity (continued) 
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HMIS, GATEWAYS, AND CONNECTIVITY 

FOR MACHINE AND FACTORY-LEVEL 

AUTOMATION 

Maple System’s HMIs support increased IIoT 

 

 Supplier- -standard hardware 

— including copious use of Ethernet-

 

 Our HMIs support Cloud-based web services/

Component-

Google Cloud, and more. 

 — the 

passthroughs that bridge networks and interpret 

 

 IIoT protocols like MQTT, OPC UA, SQL Database, 

 

 Support for over 300 PLCs and controllers like Allen-

Bradley, Omron, Schneider,  Idec, and many, many 

more.  Read more about what protocols we support 

here. 

www.maplesystems.com 
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26  I  www.motioncontroltips.com

Sponsored by:

www.maplesystems.com

ROD UCTION CYCLE

IIoT architectures are 

and machines, distributed 

communications with 
de-emphasis of hierarchy 

levels, and smart 
products that network to 

services. Notice the 
reliance on 

connectivity. 

devices • Edge computing

Traditional 
automation and connectivity 

Therefore, the architecture is 

and there’s a hierarchy to 
communications.

TSN

EtherCAT

Condition monitoring

Enterprise
ERP

Supervision
HMI  • SCADA

HMI  • PC • PLC • PAC
CONTROL

SENSORS • ACTUATORS
SERVOSYSTEMS

END EFFECTORS

FIELD

Engineering: PLC — IEC  61131 • I/O • Safety • Drives • HMIs

Additional programming: G-code • C/C++ • Blockly • Python

Diagnostics

Web services

Device management
Factory and inventory management

PLC • Motion • IoT solutions

OPC UA

5G

IoT gateways

MQTT
shared across facilities

IIoT connectivity

Management
MES

Business planning
Logistics

Customer order consolidation

Group A number of ordered end products (in our 
example, washing machines) for production on B

line with C subcomponent quantities and D
material quantities

C and D subcomponent and 
materials inventory for production order

Release order to manufacturing

 Present detailed instructions to machine 
personnel

Supply instructions related to changeovers to 
manufacture C subcomponents if needed and A

number of washing machines on production-line B

Prompt personnel to clean and ready 
production-line B and alert quality control of 

coming production run

Transport C and D from warehouse storage to 
prodction-line B area as needed

Begin production and recording of operation 
details

Schedule quality-control inspection and testing of 
end product

Trace work in progress as needed to monitor 

A to ERP 
system

Command machine controls on production 

Communicate with machine controllers on 
adjustments and other personnel action items

Collect production data and store to cloud or 
other historian system

Continually monitor for alarms

management. One term widely used by both discrete as well as process (batch) automation 
organizations is manufacturing execution systems  or MESs. This refers to the intermediate
automation systems with which HMIs are primariy associated. Other partially equivalent terms 
include manufacturing operations management  or MOM (more heavily oriented to discrete
control) and production process management or PPM.
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— —

and gateways can adapt to most all devices and enterprise systems in the marketplace—a nd in some 

- … and to develop useful features for future machine 

-

gateway-

disparate systems.

—A dvanced connec-

-

tasks —

HMI network and connectivity (continued)
Maple Systems’ dual
-ethernet HMIs 
divide industrial 
control and remote 

between separate 
Ethernet networks 
—a n internal indus-
trial communica-

an external wide 
area network 

plus security. 
10/100/1000 Base-T 
dual Ethernet  ports      
and a 1-GHz proces-
sor maximize perfor-
mance.
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’vea lready covered, includingc onsumable-

… whether

standalone PLCs from variousm anufacturers or built-

-integratedI IoT

Some HMIs with sub- elements fors erving as gateways cana lso

runm acrosf or controla nd data- …

’s most distal devicel evels( before data 

now allow:

More data preprocessingt of acilitatec ontrol, HMI, SCADA,a nd MESu se of that data

-

Data backup whenc loud linksa re temporarilyu navailable

-e ectorp erformance

Edge- -speci c—

motor-

-resistance weld controller mightm anage weld growth in real- …

www.maplesystems.com

Page2 3

products will get your legacy systems talkingt o your managementn etwork in al ow cost, lo ort
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standalone sensors … “smart devices” or intelli-

gence at their outermost reaches. In contrast, smart edge devices incorporate and sensors or electronics to let end 

employ logic resources to process data before sending it onward to controls, the cloud, onsite servers, or other IT 

infrastructures. 

Note how that’ — without pro-

cessing that data. 

-

controls complete systems based on such components … 

emerge. 

Case in point

housing a handful of movable plug-and-

 

chines’ adaptability. Such machine designs might work in a facility packaging both powder and liquid consumer deter-

— 

sizes. 

— 

to the height of conveyor-

which pieces can be processed. Once all the machines’  

 

HMI network and connectivity (continued) 
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HMIs (AND ETHERNET) AS THE HUB FOR VARIOUS COMMUNICATIONS 

-

 

’s CC-

Link network … and for outbound control convert data from a host CC- ’ RS-

232 or RS- -network 

-level network for high-speed 

-

drives, limit switches, motor starters, operator displays, photoelectric cells, and valve manifolds — as well as PCs and 

-data accessibility. 

www.maplesystems.com 
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The usefulness of HMI-

net — ’s 

— especially with CAT5e as well as CAT6 

Ethernet cables for power over Ethernet (PoE). HMIs are part of this trend, as Ethernet ports are increasingly common 

on even the simplest HMIs. 

Many HMIs can use a single Ethernet network to communicate with to unify several Ethernet-connected PLCs, even if 

dustrial standard protocol. 

HMI network and connectivity (continued) 

default Modbus TCP/IP industrial standard protocol.  
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- -Link, EtherNet/IP, 

— important to 

 

HOW VARIOUS MICROSOFT PRODUCTS SUPPORT SOPHISTICATED HMI FUNCTIONS 

It’

 

Case in point: OPC UA is one networking standard commonly leveraged for HMI interoperability, and traces its roots 

Object Linking and embedding (of Windows) for Process Control — OPC — 

-

-

- Read more about how our 

HMIs support OPC UA. 

’s Windows 10 IoT Enterprise serves as an OS on some controller HMIs to allow use of open-

’s useful where a controller leverages networking (say, 

via a CC-Link IE Field industrial network having data exchanges to 1 msec for real-

support Windows 10 IoT.  Check out all our Industrial PCs.  

Ohio-
business and manufacturing products in its 

— including the Azure IoT Hub, 

Corp. and Kennametal Inc. 

www.maplesystems.com 
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As we’ — 

and services package — 

protocols such as MQ telemetry transport (MQTT), advanced message queuing protocol (AMQP), and the aforemen-

-

where in the world.  Read more about Maple HMIs, Edge Gateways, an the IIoT. 

Excel.  Learn more about SQL databases and Maple Systems HMIs.  

— 

dows devices as well as web and cloud apps — 

’

grams in HyperText Markup Language 5 (HTML5) for HMI screens that can execute or view on any HMI HTML5-

browswer-  

HMI network and connectivity (continued) 

Lastly, Aveva Edge 

operator interface and operates the target industrial system.   

built for a Windows mobile device can be scaled up to run on a 

available on our website.  Learn more here. 
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A Maple Systems 

Industrial Panel PC paired 

with Visual Studio to 

create a powerful user 

interface: 

Our powerful Industrial 

Panel PC HMI used as an 

packaging equipment, 

allowing the OEM to also 

host the 3rd party PC-

well as the data logging, 

systems the customer 

needs. 

 N4200 1.1GHz CPU, Windows® 10 

 

www.maplesystems.com 
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Consider a real-

engineer must troubleshoot a downed machine at an important customer’s plant.  

-

-bit AES- en-

service the downed machine. 

HMI network and connectivity (continued) 

today’s mobile devices such as tablets make them appropriate for use as 

auxiliary and even primary screens in HMI systems. 

EasyAccess 2.0, a proprietary remote access VPN cloud service available on our headless and 
touchscreen HMIs, is part of EBPro, our HMI configuration software.  EasyAccess 2.0 allows easy re-
mote connection to your HMI via phone, tablet or PC. 
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BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE CLOUD SERVICES THAT OUR HMIs ACCESS 

Cloud, IBM Cloud, and Oracle Cloud. However, in the U.S., today’

 

  

  

Such cloud services primarily support the use of databases (through products such as Amazon simple storage service 

-demand 

gramming to run on the service’  

’

cloud- — because 

— 

 

… over which design engineers maintain control. What’s more, cloud services can accommodate various communica-

-subscribe principles — to be the master service for them all. That elimi-

- consuming addressing during system setup. 

… 

 

 

HMI network and connectivity (continued) 
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A related trend is increased use of pre-curated cloud portals from suppliers. These portals (which give engineers a 

simple way get started with IIoT) are online services that connect with users’ controllers and touchscreen HMIs. 

Then engineers can customize HMI screens and dashboards with trends … 

— and remote viewing of the components’  

sensors and actuators locally act on data they generate — and use the cloud for data management, storage, and 

 

Anywhere an HMI connects to the cloud, it’

’  

maximizes accessibility by allowing 

remote cellphone and tablet access.  

A built-

gateway that joins the plant to the 

outside world. 

www.maplesystems.com 
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devices include: 

  

  

 Message queuing telemetry transport or MQTT 

MQTT — — 

sensors and mobile devices. Any built-in device support for MQTT is useful because it’s applicable in Amazon AWS IoT 

… and MQTT can be implemented on gateway HMIs 

-device data for onsite and cloud systems. 

-added services for provisioning data that’s 

been edge processed in third-party systems — and run on cloud services. Such HMIs can connect as a MQTT both a 

 

Interoperability standard OPC UA is also indispensable for leveraging the full promise of connected HMI technology. 

OPC UA includes publish-

MQTT for data transport to the cloud  

- 

-

— 

’ process logic and con-

Maple HMIs support MQTT. 

HMI network and connectivity (continued) 

MAPLE SYSTEM HMIs AND IIoT PROTOCOLS 
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MAPLE SYSTEM HMIs AND SQL DATABASES 

— programming that allows 

’s also secure — so 

’s more simply 

That’s true of system controls as simple as Raspberry Pis or as complex as PACs with IoT database interfaces. 

In fact, SQL also works with some controller HMIs that collect and display machine data for easier monitoring 

 

Maple Systems’ 

object in EBPro lets users employ the Smart HMI to access and put data in Excel spreadsheets (and tabular data 

 

  

 Synchronize data and event logs to a remote MySQL server on the local network 

 Manage that data on the server 

 

In just a few steps, engineers can use  

MySQL and MS Excel to collect, analyze,  

and respond to the data — for more  

 

 

Maple HMIs support SQL databases.  
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IN CONCLUSION:  In thisH MI DesignG uide wer eviewedt he ve most common HMI hardware varia-

Source HMIs, andO IT-type HMIs.  Plus our IIoT andg ateway HMIs, Industrial PCs, and HMIs with local IO
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